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IBRO Fellowships & Travel Grants

- **Research Fellowships** for neuroscientists **under 45**, working in less developed countries, to train abroad from 1 to 12 months. Funding for 12 months: Euro 33,000

- **Travel Grants** for neuroscientists **under 35** to travel to international neuroscience meetings to present their findings

US/Canada region excluded
A JOHN G NICHOLLS/ IBRO Fellowship

• Of an additional 4,200 Euro, awarded to the most distinguished candidate;

created in honor of the founding Director of the IBRO Visiting Lecture Team Programme (VLTP)
IBRO Travel Grants

- IBRO Travel Grants to international meetings; funding up to 1250 Euros per award (deadlines: March and September)
- SfN/ IBRO International Travel Fellowships; up to 30.

low and middle income countries
US/Canada excluded
SfN/ IBRO International Travel Fellowships

• For neuroscientists under 35 from developing countries, to make presentations at the annual SfN meeting
• First author of an abstract for a poster or platform presentation
• Recipients will receive complementary registration at SfN
• Funding: up to US$1,500
• Five fellowships of 8340 Euro each to support students from less developed countries, for projects up to six months, which contribute to their degree, in good laboratories with facilities not available in their own countries.
IBRO Return Home Fellowships

• To enable young researchers from less developed countries, who have studied neuroscience in advanced research centers, to return home and to continue internationally valid scientific activity in brain research.
Symposia and Workshops

Symposia
• IBRO supports funding of symposia to encourage neuroscience research in regions of the world with limited funds
• Meetings should have a clear focus
• Younger scientists preferred and activities from countries in which little money is available for research or teaching

Workshops
Should involve discussion of practical teaching of techniques and experimental work

Deadlines: February 1, September 1
• IBRO Equipment Committee

• IBRO Libraries Committee

Etc. *please check IBRO website*!